SUCCESS WITH SAVANT WMS, ZEBRA AND HONYWELL

WMS SOFTWARE

WMS EXPERIENCE

WMS HARDWARE

“Our analysis suggested our efficiencies would increase by 50%. The results, however, were dramatically better. Our receiving process and pick-per-hour speed increased by almost 300%”

JAMES PEACOCK, CEO OF SKU DISTRIBUTION

Savant ADC (stands alone) $50 /per user per month
- Basic Workflows
- Warehouse Administration
- Receiving
- Inventory
- Order Fulfillment
- ERP Integration(import/export)

Savant Professional $125 /per user per month
- Basic Workflows
- Warehouse Administration
- Receiving
- Inventory
- Order Fulfillment
- ERP Integration(automated)

Savant Enterprise $200 /per user per month
- Advanced Workflows
- Warehouse Administration
- Receiving
- Inventory
- Order Fulfillment
- ERP Integration(automated)

Contact Us
Get Started Today
CHRIS JACKSON, PRESIDENT OF SAVANT

“The strategic alliance between Zebra, honeywell and Savant Software is clearly an advantage for both parties. Savant Software offers unrivaled software capabilities at affordable prices while Bluestar is the only global distributor that understands the synergies between hardware and software or Solution Stack Offerings. Together, we have proven to our partners and customers that we offer a true turn-key solution.”

FULL FEATURED WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION DESIGNED TO OPTIMIZE WAREHOUSE PERFORMANCE

AFFORDABLE SAAS PRICING STRUCTURE
Savant is a cloud based solution with multiple price models to fit your WMS budget.

SCALABLE SYSTEM WITH AN UPGRADE PATH
Start with our ADC solution and add functionality to seamlessly evolve into a WMS as your business grows.

PICK ONLY THE ANCILLARY MODULES YOU NEED
While Savant ADC and WMS provide core functionality, our ancillary modules allow you to fine tune your distribution operations by selecting only those modules you need today. Modules can be added as future demands dictate.

EASY TO INSTALL AND EASY TO USE
Partner with an authorized implementation specialist or do it yourself. Savant provides the documentation and training tools to get you up and running quickly and at a minimal cost.

Honeywell

ZEBRA AND HONEYWELL VALIDATION
Validation is a step above certification and Savant is proud to be one of a handful of validated solution providers. Today’s distribution and manufacturing companies require tight integrations between all components of their software and hardware platforms. Partner validation insures that the Savant solution stack meets those important requirements.

CONTACT US

602-906-3047
info@savantwms.com
www.savantwms.com

24654 N. Lake Pleasant Pkwy Suite 103-618
Peoria, AZ 85383